IPM WING TRAP ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Remove from package:
1 wire hanger, folded (A)
1 wing trap top (B)
2 wing trap spacers (C)
1 wing trap sticky liner (D)
1. Fold top inward along each of the four diagonal creases. Be
sure to fold only along score marks provided. May have to
apply a little pressure.
2. Straighten wire hanger and insert ends through holes in top.
Weave ends through holes in side panels from the outside
and through bottom holes from the inside. With wire ends
inserted in holes, push wire hanger down as far as it will go.
3. Slide one plastic spacer on each of the wire ends. Push
them all the way up to the bottom hole so that the ends of
the spacers are caught and held between the wires and the
side panels.
4. Open folded bottom section to expose grid and sticky sur
face.
5. Push up on side panels. Be sure to fold only along score
marks provided. Push ear (E) to outside.
6. Insert ends of wire hanger into holes provided in both side
panels of bottom section. Weave wire ends through top
holes from the outside and through bottom holes from the
inside.

7. Push bottom section all the way up to the top hole so that the ends of the spacers are in line with the top holes of the
bottom section between the wires and the side panels. Then bend projecting wire ends outward and upward.
8. Place lure directly on sticky surface by dropping it through the side opening and into the center of the trap. To hang trap in
tree, wrap braided portion of wire securely around limb.
Place trap in orchard according to location and density recommendations.
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